FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE: January 28, 2016

To: Media
Contact: Sergeant Shane Hawley

OVERNIGHT STABBING INVESTIGATION AT LOCAL MOTEL
VICTIM IN STABLE CONDITION--SUSPECT ON THE RUN

A fight between roommates at Andy's Motel led to one being stabbed and has the other on the run. During the evening hours (around 8pm) of January 27th, the Lynnwood Police Department was called to the Hobby Lobby store at James Village (19600 block of Highway 99). They found a 49 year old Edmonds man there with multiple stab wounds to his head and chest. That man was transported to Harborview where he underwent surgery and is in stable condition.

Witnesses led investigators to a room at Andy's Motel (22100 block of Highway 99) where the stabbing is believed to have occurred. They also identified a suspect; Shannon Tyrone Johnson, a 47 year old man from Seattle that had been staying at the motel. He also goes by the name Tyron Bevoley. He has several warrants for his arrest and might have been dropped off in the Seattle area after the stabbing.

The Edmonds Police Department is requesting the public's help in locating Johnson. His picture has been included to the media with this release and posted on our two social media accounts (Twitter and Facebook). If he is located, call 911 immediately. Do not approach him, he is considered armed and dangerous.

Detectives are still actively investigating the case.
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